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Who we are

Frontiers is 
a scholarly 
publisher

Launched in 
2007 with a 

mission to make 
science open

All of 
our journals 

are fully 
open-access

We
collaborate with 
many industry 

partners



…and what we publish
67
Online 

Journals

563
Online 

Specialties



Some of our collaborators and partners
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Ongoing crises in reproducibility

 A recent analysis of .21 prominent 
social science papers. in Nature
and Science found that .only 13 
could be replicated.

 In another study, replication 
attempts failed in .14 of 28 papers.

i) Camerer et al. (2018), Evaluating the replicability of social science experiments in Nature and Science between 
2010 and 2015

ii) Klein et al. [OSF.io link]
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 .Novelty. as a prerequisite of 
publishing validity

 The boiler room push for .more.,
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Ongoing crises in reproducibility

 No longer solely an issue 
in the social sciences

 .Publish or perish. landscape 
in academia

 .Novelty. as a prerequisite of 
publishing validity

 The boiler room push for .more., 
.better. and .more significant. results
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 Many journals publish a small range of article types 
e.g. research, review, perspective, clinical trials.

 Common additions, depending on 
the publisher e.g. .letters and opinions.

 And occasional niche article types
e.g. .registered reports.
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How Frontiers addresses this: Article Types

• Technology & Code

• Methods

• Classification

• Data Report

• Study Protocol



Technology and Code article type

 Technology & Code articles present new technology, 
code and/or software or a new application of a 
known technology or software 

(…)

Technology & Code articles related to innovative 
software solutions and/or design should be novel, 
presented in a .well-documented, human-readable.
format. and should be placed online in a repository, 

with an associated DOI/URL for retrieval.
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Data Report article type

 Data Report articles present a description of 
research datasets. Datasets must be deposited 
in a .public repository. and must be fixed and made 
publicly available upon publication of the report.

(…)

The protocols and methodology used to collect
the data can also be submitted as .Methods articles..



Methods article type

 Methods articles present either a new or 
established method, protocol, or technique 
that is of significant interest in the field.
(…) .Results must be replicable..



Methods article type
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.Author Guidelines.
While Frontiers evaluates articles using objective 
criteria, rather than impact or novelty, your statement 
should frame the question(s) you have addressed 
in your work in the context of the current body of 
knowledge, providing evidence that the findings -
whether positive or negative - contribute to progress 
in your research discipline.
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Encouraging negative results

60 articles

276 authors

100,458 views



Article collections on reproducibility
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Signatory to 
TOP Guidelines:

Our policies on data availability 
are informed by community-driven 
standards, which Frontiers endorses, 
such as the Transparency and 
Openness Promotion (TOP) guidelines
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Our commitment to Open Data

Signatory to 
TOP Guidelines:

Our policies on data availability 
are informed by community-driven 
standards, which Frontiers endorses, 
such as the Transparency and 
Openness (TOP) guidelines

 All supplementary files deposited 
in FigShare and receive a DOI

Collaboration with .Figshare.:



Conclusion 

 The promotion of varied .article types. and the 
encouragement of publishing .negative results.
and papers addressing .reproducibility. can help 
alleviate the current crisis in research

 This can all be .scaled. if approached correctly

 .Open Access. is in a unique position in this regard



Thank you.


